PRODUCT OVERVIEW

HOW TO WEAR

Packing list

Earbuds wearing diagram

1. Choose a suitable ear cap fitting
size - S, M or L.

2. Put the earbud into your ear

LED LIGHT STATUS
Earhook
Button

Two earbuds(Including 1set
earcaps and earhooks)

Earcap

Earhook
3. Rotate individual earbuds into a
comfortable position within your ears.

Power On

REIKOKU ES60
USER MANUAL

LED Indicator

4. Insert the earhook into the ear

a). When the right earbud LED light flashes red and blue
and the left earbud LED light flashes blue, the two
earbuds have paired successfully with each other.
b). Both earbuds have connected with your phone when
the LED lights of each earbud flash blue every 5 seconds.
c). When the earbud or charging case LED lights flash red
the respective battery charge is low.

1. Auto Power On: Both earbuds will power on
automatically when removed from the charging case.
2. Manual Power On: Press the buttons of the earbuds
for at least 2 seconds until the LED indicator turns blue (in
circumstances where the earbuds are turned off and are
not in the charging case).

Charging pin
Charging case

USB charging cable

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION:
Bluetooth version: 5.0
Valid Range: 10 metres
Noise cancellation: CVC 8.0
Music play time: about 3.5 hours
Phone call time: about 3.5 hours
Standby time: about 80 hours
Charging case charging time: about 1hour
Earphones charging time: about 1 hour
Charging box input: 5V/1A
Charging case battery capacity: 450mah
Earbud battery capacity: 50mah

Instructions

Note: Press earbud into the ear canal and make sure the
ear hook fitting locks in securely within your ear structure.

Earcap

PAIRING EARBUDS TO YOUR PHONE

When pairing for the first time, place both earbuds into
the charging case for at least 2 seconds and then remove
them again. Both the left and right earbuds will
automatically power on and commence pairing with each
other. After 5 seconds the right earbud LED indicator will
flash alternately between red and blue while the left
earbud LED indicator will flash blue.
Turn on the bluetooth function of your phone and search
for the bluetooth device named "REIKOKU ES60". Click
to connect.Both earbuds are connected with your phone
when the LED lights of each earbud flash blue every 5
seconds.
When removed from the charging case the earbuds will
automatically attempt to connect with the last phone they
were connected with.

Making and Answering Calls
Answer call

Press either earbud button once.

End call

Press either earbud button once.

Redail last number
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With extra ear hooks and ear tips, you can select the correct
size to ensure a comfortable ear fitment and better user
experience.

Charging Case LED
indicator

Open top cover
Micro USB charging port

1. Auto Power Off: Both earbuds will power off
automatically when placed back into the charging case.
2. Manual Power Off: Press and hold either earbud
button for more than 5 seconds until the LED lights turns
red.
Note: When you are listening to music, please pause the
music before attempting to turn the power off.

Press either earbud button twice.

Reject call

During a call, the volume is adjustable via your phones volume
control settings.

Listening to music
Pause Music

Press either earbud button once.

Play Music

Press either earbud button once.

Forward

Press either earbud button twice.
Press either earbud button three times.

Activate/Stop Siri Press either earbud button for 2 seconds.

Power Off

Increase Volume:

REIKOKU ES60

1. Place both earbuds into the charging case.
2. The earbud LED indicators are red when charging.
3. The earbud LED indicators turn to blue before turning
off when fully charged.

Press either earbud button for 2 seconds
when there is an incoming call.

Backward

Charging Case

CHARGING THE EARBUDS

Reduce Volume:

Press and hold either earbud button
continuously. You will hear a ticking sound
as the volume increases and reaches the
maximum volume.
Once the maximum volume has been
reached, press and hold either earbud
button continuously. You will hear a ticking
sound as the volume level reduces.

CHARGING THE CHARGING CASE

1. 1. Please charge the box with DC 5V/1A output
charger,such as computer USB or other USB interface
charger(please use approved charger).
2. Four blue LED lights will appear on the charging case
when fully charged. Disconnect the charging case from
the power supply.

Micro USB charging port

Note: The earbuds (when correctly connected inside the
charging case) can be charged at the same time when
recharging the charging case.

strong sunlight / intense heat or throw them into a fire due
to the potential risk of an explosion occurring.

FAQ
ATTENTION
1. Keep the charging case and earbuds away from Wifi
routers and other bluetooth devices to avoid potential
signal interference.
2. Operate the earbuds within a 10 metres range (barrier
free environment) of the phone they are connected with.
3. It is recommended that you listen to music that has
been downloaded to your phone. The quality of streamed
music may be affected by poor quality phone reception to
your service provider.
4. Do not pull apart / attempt to open the earbud casings
or charging case for any reason. The potential exists for
risk of damage, burns or electric shock.The manufacturer's
warranty is void if this is attempted.
5. Do not expose the earbuds to temperatures below 0
degrees or above 45 degrees.
6. To prevent the risk of electric shock do not use the
earbuds during thunderstorm weather conditions in your
vicinity.
7. Both the charging case and individual earbuds contain
lithium batteries. Do not expose the lithium batteries to

1. The earbuds do not charge
Please check that the charging case has adequate power
charge.
Clean the charging pins inside the charging case with a
dry paper towel or cloth.
Ensure the earbuds are properly seated and making
correct contact with the charging pins in the charging
case.
2. Do the earbuds work independently of each
other?
The earbuds can operate in Single or Dual Earbud Mode.
For Single Earbud Mode remove one of the earbuds from
the charging case and connect with your phone through
the bluetooth setting function - search for REIKOKU ES60
and connect. To change to Dual Earbud Mode you will
need to disconnect the single earbud from the phone.
Place both earbuds into the charging case for at least two
seconds before removing and reconnecting with your
phone.

3. The earbuds are not pairing at the same
time?
Single Earbud Mode is functioning. Disconnect the
earbud from your phones bluetooth setting and place both
earbuds back into the charging case for at least 2
seconds. Remove the earbuds from the charging case
and reconnect with your phone.
4. Question: The earbud language is not set to
"english"?
Disconnect the earbuds from your phones bluetooth
setting and place both earbuds back into the charging
case for at least 2 seconds. Remove the right earbud
from the charging case and press it's button twice in rapid
succession to change the language setting to suit.

